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Jeff Hare retires from KDOT

Jeffrey Hare, an Equipment Operator Senior at the Eureka subarea office, is retiring from the Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT) after 30 years of dedicated service to the agency. Co-workers, family and friends will join Hare to celebrate his career and wish him well during a 9:00 a.m. coffee on Monday, Dec. 19, at the Eureka office.

Hare began his KDOT career in August 1986 as an equipment operator at Eureka. Through the years he has worked on various highway maintenance projects, operated heavy equipment, and removed snow and ice from state highways in the area. “I enjoyed working with all the other employees,” Hare said. “They’ve learned stuff from me and I’ve learned stuff from them.”

He and wife Shirley reside in Eureka. The couple has a daughter, Melissa Hansen, a son, Chad Hare, and three granddaughters.
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